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A clear separation and evaluation of the contributions of longitudinal photons is a28

necessary step to understanding systematic uncertainties in the phenomenology used29

to extract underlying 3D parton distributions from measurements of multiplicities30

and azimuthal asymmetries in the semi-inclusive and hard exclusive production of31

hadrons, including ep → e′hX and ep → e′hhX. We propose an addition to the32

Run Group K experiments in Hall B, focusing on performing an in-depth analysis33

of the cross sections to produce hadrons in lepto-scattering. By comparing the ob-34

tained results with those from Run Group A, conducted at a higher beam energy,35

and performing a Rosenbluth separation, we aim to disentangle the contributions36

from transversely and longitudinally polarized photons. The Rosenbluth separation37

is performed empirically by measuring the semi-inclusive leptoproduction cross sec-38

tion at a set of kinematics corresponding to the same photon 4-momentum Q2 and39

longitudinal momentum x, but at different ratios of longitudinal to transverse pho-40

ton polarization ϵ. This requires measurements at different combinations of incident41

electron energy and scattering angle. While moderately accurate measurements of42

the ratio RDIS of longitudinal to transverse cross section exist for inclusive deep in-43

elastic scattering, there have been no measurements of RSIDIS for the SIDIS process.44

Our study aims to fill this gap in knowledge and provide valuable insights into the45

nucleon structure and quark-gluon dynamics.46
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I. INTRODUCTION72

A. Semi-inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering73

Semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS), where an electron scatters off a nucleon target at

a high enough energy such that it can be described by scattering off a single parton in the target [1],

is a powerful tool for investigating nucleon structure and quark-gluon dynamics. Measurements of

the SIDIS cross sections for various hadron production processes provide essential information about

the underlying quark distributions and their interactions within the nucleon. Different structure

functions that contribute to the fully differential SIDIS cross section in the one-photon-exchange

approximation contain various convolutions of twist-2 or higher twist parton distribution functions

(PDFs) and fragmentation functions (FFs) that are multiplied by specific kinematic prefactors [2].

The SIDIS cross section for an unpolarized beam and target can be expressed in terms of longitudinal

and transverse contributions from virtual photons along with their interference terms [2–4]:

dσ

dxdQ2dzdP 2
Tdϕ

=
πα2

x2Q4

(2x+ γ2)

(1 + γ2)
K(y)

(
FUU,T + ϵFUU,L +

√
2ϵ(1 + ϵ) cosϕF cosϕ

UU + ϵ cos(2ϕ)F
cos(2ϕ)
UU

)
.

(1)

The structure functions (SFs), represented by FUU,T , FUU,L, F
cosϕ
UU and F

cos(2ϕ)
UU , play a crucial role in

describing the nucleon’s internal structure as they encode information about the quark distributions

and their interactions within the nucleon. Subscripts in the structure functions FUU,LU,..., specify

the beam (first index) and target (second index) polarization, U,L for the unpolarized and longitu-

dinally polarized case, respectively. The depolarization factors represent the fraction of the initial

electron polarization that is transferred to the virtual photon, which influences the virtual photon’s

polarization state and are described by the variable

K(y) = 1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4, ε =
1− y − 1

4
γ2y2

1− y + 1
2
y2 + 1

4
γ2y2

, (2)
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with γ, x, y and Q2 defined below. Additional variables, relevant for all SIDIS analyses, are given by

Q2 = −q2, (3)

W 2 = (P + q)2, (4)

ν =
q · P
M

= E − E ′, (5)

x =
Q2

2P · q =
Q2

2Mν
, (6)

y =
P · q
P · ℓ =

ν

E
, (7)

z =
P · Ph

P · q =
Eh

ν
, (8)

γ =
2Mx

Q
=

Q

ν
, (9)

PT = Ph sin θγh, (10)

The four-momentum of the exchanged virtual photon is defined as q = l − l′ such that Q2 = −q2 is74

the hard scale of the process (the virtuality of the exchanged photon). Conversely, W is the mass75

of the virtual photon-target system (the “hadronic mass”). If the electron beam has energy E and76

the scattered electron has energy E ′ then ν is defined as the difference between these two quantities.77

The variables x, y, and z are, respectively, the fraction of target momentum carried by the struck78

quark, the fraction of beam energy transferred to the virtual photon and the fraction of the virtual79

photon energy carried by the final state hadron. The quantity γ describes the relationship between80

the energy transferred to the struck quark and the energy of the virtual photon. If θγh is the angle81

between the hadron momentum and the virtual photon momentum, then PT is the projection of Ph82

perpendicular to the virtual photon direction.83

SIDIS studies using CLAS12 with the capability of precision measurements of multiparticle final-84

state observables in a multidimensional space in x,Q2, z, PT would allow for the separation of different85

structure functions, as well as the separation of different contributions to relevant structure functions,86

which is critical for the interpretation and full understanding of the complex nature of nucleon87

structure properties and the hadronization processes.88

B. Contributions to the SIDIS cross section89

The study of the SIDIS cross section provides invaluable insight into the structure of nucleons.90

However, the complexity of these cross sections poses significant experimental and phenomenological91
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challenges. With up to 18 structure functions to consider [2] (depending on the relevant degrees of92

freedom, such as beam and target polarizations), each structure function offers unique information93

about quark-gluon dynamics in the nucleon. These structure functions have intricate kinematic94

dependencies, such as x, Q2, and PT , and measuring each requires the full dependence of ϕ of95

the reaction and, in some cases, the dependence of ϵ. The importance of separating the structure96

functions cannot be overstated.97

Table I provides insight into the complexity of SIDIS reactions by listing the structure functions98

with their corresponding characteristics. The twist of the correlation functions in the low transverse99

momentum region and the power counting of collinear factorization in the high transverse momentum100

region are indicated. The asterisk signifies mismatches of the power counting between the high-101

and low- transverse-momentum regions, implying the contribution of different mechanisms to the102

production of observed hadrons. The last two columns show the ease of measuring the structure103

functions in JLab and the EIC. For instance, the prefactor and twist of the structure function F sinϕh

LU104

make it a suppressed twist-3 effect at low transverse momentum, making it difficult to measure at the105

EIC. Furthermore, the evolution properties of the underlying TMDs can further reduce the signal,106

as in the case of F
sin(ϕh−ϕS)
UT,T , which involves the Sivers function. The table also provides information107

on the expected magnitudes of the structure functions, based on Ref. [5].108

A unique feature of the FUU,L structure function, which makes it very challenging for theory,109

is that while it is expected to be dominated by leading twist contributions at higher transverse110

momenta, it is twist 4 for low transverse momenta. In addition, SIDIS processes get significant111

contributions from exclusive and semi-exclusive processes, where the FUU,L is, in fact, the leading112

twist contribution, while the FUU,T structure function is normally sub-leading (in contrast to SIDIS).113

Separation of these contributions is not always straightforward, and for precision measurements will114

require detailed measurements of all the contributions of exclusive and semi-exclusive events to SIDIS115

through radiative processes.116

It is expected that as z → 1 (i.e. exclusive scattering) that the Q2 dependence of RSIDIS =117

FUU,L/FUU,T should change from 1/Q2 to Q2. Experimental measurements at COMPASS on the118

deuteron [6] and the proton [7], at HERMES [8] and CLAS/CLAS12 [9, 10] have shown that F cos 2ϕh

UU119

is related in the perturbative limit to FUU,L [11], and F cosϕh

UU arising from the interference between120

longitudinal and transverse photons (see Tab. I), can be very significant, with cosϕh as high as121

30% [6–8]. A very strong signal for the structure function F sinϕS

UT at large z has been observed by122
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both the HERMES and COMPASS collaborations and also indicates possible large contributions123

from longitudinal photons.124

One of the most interesting observations of the COMPASS experiment, made possible by the125

large statistics collected on the proton, is the Q2-dependence of cosϕh. Contrary to the expectations,126

according to which its size should decrease like 1/Q, cosϕh is observed to increase in size with Q2.127

Similar behavior was also observed for sinϕh by the CLAS12 collaboration [10]. Among the possible128

reasons for this trend could be the relative reduction of the denominator with Q2 (which depends on129

FUU,T and FUU,L together). If that is the case, that will indicate very significant contributions from130

longitudinal photons, also dominating in certain kinematics, where the cosine modulations generated131

by the interference of longitudinal and transverse photons are more significant. That will make the132

evaluation of the contributions from longitudinal photons in the total cross section absolutely critical133

for the interpretation of all kind of azimuthal modulations, in particular at large z and PT .134

Since longitudinal photons can produce significant cross sections, the contribution of FUU,L cannot135

be overlooked in general, as it might also be substantial and necessary for an accurate extraction of136

FUU,T . Since in the non-perturbative region it is expected to rise with PT , its account can significantly137

improve the major limitations in phenomenological description of the SIDIS data at PT < 1.5 GeV.138

The FUU,L, which represents the longitudinal component of the SIDIS cross section, can be com-139

puted at order αS, where αS is the QCD coupling, and leading twist. In the TMD-case, FUU,L can140

also be computed at high transverse momentum and is predicted to be equal to twice the struc-141

ture function F cos 2ϕ
UU [11]. To gain further insight into the role of longitudinal structure functions142

in SIDIS reactions, one can estimate FUU,L at low transverse momentum using the approximation143

from Refs. [11, 12] where the transverse momentum distributions (TMDs) are extracted from data.144

Figure 1 shows predictions for the ratio R = FUU,L/FUU,T based on the MAP22 and SV19 TMD145

analysis [13, 14], with sizable contributions that can reach up to 30-50%. Therefore, the contribution146

of FUU,L cannot be overlooked, as it can be substantial and necessary for an accurate interpretation147

of FUU,T , which is connected with standard leading twist TMDs.148149

The interpretation of SIDIS data in terms of TMDs has been a significant challenge in recent150

years, as it involves multiple physical mechanisms that contribute to the production of hadrons in151

the final state. In the context of the recent string+3P0 model of polarized hadronization [15], it was152

shown that a deeper understanding of the spin dependence of hadronization will require studies of153

vector mesons (VM), and in particular for the production of ρ mesons. The contamination of the154
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HOW LARGE COULD IT BE @JLAB24?

FUU,L
?
=

M2

Q2
C
h4k2

T

M2
f1D1

i

<latexit sha1_base64="+olfVIM9fRE9h4w3b8gTiOtfG+4=">AAACnnicbVFNb9QwEHXCV1lY2MKBAxfDCgmhapUsSOWCqGhVcaCilZp2pU2IHGeytdZ2gu0UrSz/An4hP4M7B5zsHkrLSGM9z3tjj5+LhjNtouhXEN66fefuva37gwcPh48ej7afnOm6VRQSWvNazQqigTMJiWGGw6xRQETB4bxY7nf8+SUozWp5alYNZIIsJKsYJcaX8tHPtIAFkxa+t33ljRsObNqfaxWUDh/mNkl2vjiHU20IXSrg9qOzH/y+UoTao29TZ0/8gn0b4XjfpZ/Ygs/X7Du8zE87RSfDVR7jA5+dQmXDFGR55WKcj8bRJOoD3wTxBozRJo7z0Z+0rGkrQBrKidbzOGpMZokyjHJwg7TV0PiZyQLmHkoiQO+Ul6zRPcxs/06HX3myxFWtfEqD++rVZkuE1itReKUg5kJf57ri/7h5a6r3mWWyaQ1Iur6oajk2Ne4+A5dMATV8hQml/hHeCT8HvSDeOuM/bZBK+EFrIYg3Ki2E80vNy26UmjtvV3zdnJvgbDqJ306mJ9Px3sHGuC30HL1Er1GMdtEe+oyOUYIo+h08C3DwIsThYXgUfl1Lw2DT8xT9E+HsL/5zzs0=</latexit>

similar approach as Anselmino et al.,  hep-ph/0501196
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FIG. 1: Estimate of RSIDIS = FUU,L/FUU,T at fixed values of x and z and for different values of Q2

using MAP22 (left) and a simplified model (only u-quark) using SV19 (right).

ρ meson sample from decays of heavier resonances is also expected to be negligible according to155

simulations, meaning that these mesons carry information mostly on the direct mechanisms of quark156

fragmentation. Radiative effects in electroproduction [16] may also introduce additional systematics157

in phenomenological extractions, requiring detailed measurements of all involved SFs. Contributions158

to FUU,T and FUU,L from different mechanisms will also lead to dependence of radiative corrections,159

making the separation of different mechanisms important for the interpretation of the SIDIS data.160

Measurements of R will require evaluation of systematics associated with initial and final state161

hadron mass corrections in SIDIS [17]. Multi-dimensional measurements of SIDIS cross section as a162

function of Q2, enabling studies of subleading power corrections originating from higher-twist parton163

correlations would allow to quantify the systematics of factorized description of hadron production164

in SIDIS.165
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Structure γ∗ low-PhT high-PhT calculation

function helicity prefactor twist PDF twistorder power JLab EIC

FUU,T TT 1 2 f1 2 αs 1/P 2
hT + +

FUU,L LL ϵ 4 2 αs 1/Q2 + =

F cosϕh
UU LT

√
2ϵ(1 + ϵ) 3 h, f⊥ + tw. 2 2 αs 1/(QPhT ) + =

F cos 2ϕh
UU TT ϵ 2 h⊥1 2 αs 1/Q2 [*] + +

F sinϕh
LU LT

√
2ϵ(1− ϵ) 3 e, g⊥ + tw. 2 2 α2

s 1/(QPhT ) + −

F sinϕh
UL LT

√
2ϵ(1 + ϵ) 3 hL, f

⊥
L + tw. 2 2 α2

s 1/(QPhT ) + =

F sin 2ϕh
UL TT ϵ 2 h⊥1L 2 α2

s 1/Q2 [*] + =

FLL TT
√
1− ϵ2 2 g1 2 αs 1/P 2

hT + =

F cosϕh
LL LT

√
2ϵ(1− ϵ) 3 eL, g

⊥
L + tw. 2 2 αs 1/(QPhT ) + −

F
sin(ϕh−ϕS)
UT,T TT 1 2 f⊥

1T 3 αs 1/P 3
hT + =

F
sin(ϕh−ϕS)
UT,L LL ϵ 4 3 αs 1/(Q2PhT ) + −

F
sin(ϕh+ϕS)
UT TT ϵ 2 h1 3 αs 1/P 3

hT + =

F
sin(3ϕh−ϕS)
UT TT ϵ 2 h⊥1T 3 αs 1/(Q2PhT ) [*] = −

F sinϕS
UT LT

√
2ϵ(1 + ϵ) 3 fT , hT , h

⊥
T+ tw. 2 3 αs 1/(QP 2

hT ) + =

F
sin(2ϕh−ϕS)
UT LT

√
2ϵ(1 + ϵ) 3 f⊥

T , hT , h
⊥
T + tw. 2 3 αs 1/(QP 2

hT ) = −

F
cos(ϕh−ϕS)
LT TT

√
1− ϵ2 2 g1T 3 αs 1/P 3

hT + =

F cosϕS
LT LT

√
2ϵ(1− ϵ) 3 gT , eT , e

⊥
T + tw. 2 3 αs 1/(QP 2

hT ) = −

F
cos(2ϕh−ϕS)
LT LT

√
2ϵ(1− ϵ) 3 g⊥T , eT , e

⊥
T + tw. 2 3 αs 1/(QP 2

hT ) = −

TABLE I: Table of the SIDIS structure functions. The asterisks in the “power” column signify

mismatches of the power counting between the high- and low- transverse-momentum regions. The

”+/-/=” indicate the ability to measure SFs in the kinematics, where the valence quarks play a

prominent role (x > 0.1), where “+” means measurable with certain assumptions, “=” means

“possible but challenging”, and “-” means “difficult”.
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C. Previous RSIDIS Measurements166

While moderately accurate measurements of the ratio RDIS exist for the ratio of longitudinal to167

transverse cross sections for inclusive deep inelastic scattering, there are essentially no measurements168

of RSIDIS for the SIDIS process. Previous measurements of pion electroproduction at moderate Q2
169

and W were performed at the Cornell synchrotron in the 1970s at values of ϵ separated by less than170

0.1 and averaged over ϕ and PT < 0.2 GeV. These data allowed for the extraction of RSIDIS, albeit171

with a very large uncertainty [18].172

More recent SIDIS measurements at HERMES, COMPASS, and Jefferson Lab have assumed173

RSIDIS = RDIS, which is independent of z, PT , and ϕ, as well as hadron and target nucleon identities.174

The assumption of RSIDIS = RDIS introduces significant uncertainties when using SIDIS data to175

infer quark flavor and spin distributions. Given the origin of contributions from longitudinal photons176

[19], with an expected strong dependence on the transverse momentum of hadrons, that assumption177

is very likely to introduce significant systematics, practically uncontrolled at large non-perturbative178

transverse momenta. Incidentally, this region is where most of the disagreements were observed in179

phenomenological attempts to describe the data from HERMES and COMPASS. To address this issue180

and improve our understanding of nucleonic structure, it is crucial to obtain direct measurements of181

RSIDIS.182

Previous measurements of the structure function FUU,L, have shown that this structure function183

is of the same order of magnitude as the structure function FUU,T . RDIS evaluated from the mea-184

surements of FL in HERA using 3 beam energies, for Q2 ≥ 3.5 GeV2 shows a constant behavior185

with R = 0.260 ± 0.050 [20]. Similar results were obtained at JLab at lower beam energies [21].186

In non-perturbative kinematics in SIDIS, particularly at relatively large transverse momenta, it is187

possible that this ratio can even exceed unity.188

D. RGA Analysis of cosϕ and cos 2ϕ Modulations189

Semi-inclusive deep inelastic π+ electroproduction has been studied with the CLAS12 detector190

at Jefferson Laboratory. The analyzed data was taken with a 10.6 GeV polarized electron beam,191

interacting with an unpolarized liquid hydrogen target and a negative (inbending) torus polarity. The192

statistics collected enable a high-precision study of the azimuthal moments cosϕ and cos 2ϕ of the193
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unpolarized cross sections. These azimuthal moments may probe the Boer-Mulders function, which194

describes the net transverse polarization of quarks inside an unpolarized proton, and the Cahn effect,195

which has a purely kinematic origin. In Fig. 2 some preliminary extractions of the 1D-unfolded ϕ196

distribution are shown for several z-PT bins in one particular Q2-x bin. At high PT (top of the graph)197

the relative contributions of the cosϕ amplitude are much higher than cos 2ϕ, while at lower PT the198

two amplitudes are similar in magnitude. The cosϕ amplitude, which corresponds to the so-called199

dσLT/dt part of the cross section, receives significant contributions from longitudinal photons. At200

large transverse momenta both azimuthal moments increase, making proper separation of azimuthal201

modulations very important for precision measurements of the ϕ-independent SFs, such as FUU,T and202

FUU,L. Studying their PT dependence, where the RGA data already implies a changing RSIDIS value203

with PT , will be a main goal of this proposal.204

FIG. 2: Preliminary ϕ unfolded distributions for the ep → e′π+X channel using the Bayesian

Unfolding method. Plots show the distributions within Q2-x Bin 1 (highlighted in red) and in each

of the individual z-PT bins (PT increases from bottom to top and z increases from left to right).

Each plot has been fitted with an equation of the form A(1 +B cosϕ+ C cos 2ϕ), where

A = A0(1 + ϵRSIDIS) for the purpose of this proposal.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP205

The proposed measurements will be conducted using the CLAS12 detector [22] in the previously206

approved RG-K configuration, following a similar approach to other approved SIDIS studies [23–28].207

The CLAS12 system is an upgrade of the original CLAS detector and features a new dual magnetic208

field system. This system includes a superconducting solenoid magnet for momentum reconstruction209

within the polar angle range of 5◦ to 45◦, and a torus magnet that allows for nearly complete 360◦210

azimuthal coverage.211

The CLAS12 detector is divided into six independent sectors, each providing one-sixth of the212

total azimuthal coverage. Additionally, the detector is separated into the Forward Detector (FD)213

and Central Detector (CD) systems. The FD of CLAS12 is responsible for detecting particles scat-214

tered at angles below approximately 35◦. It comprises Cherenkov counters [29, 30], a dedicated215

ring imaging Cherenkov counter for pion/kaon discrimination [31], drift chambers [32], time-of-flight216

scintillators [33], and electromagnetic calorimeters [34].217

On the other hand, the CD detects particles deflected at larger angles, ranging from approximately218

35◦ to 125◦. It consists of a silicon vertex tracker [35], a central time of flight system [36], and a219

central vertex tracker [37]. The solenoid used for the central tracker also serves to generate the220

magnetic field required for the polarized target.221
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III. MONTE CARLO222

A. Description223

The CLAS12 Fall 2018 RGA and RGK experimental configuration has been described in detail224

in GEMC [38], a GEANT4-based simulation package that offers the possibility to easily implement225

detectors in a complete GEANT simulation. The position of the detectors in Hall B has been matched226

to survey data, and a realistic map of the magnetic field has been generated to accurately reproduce227

the experimental setup. LUND generators were used to produce realistic final states that were read228

by GEMC version 4.3.2 and passed through CLAS12. The results of this process were cooked with229

COATJAVA version 6.5.3 and the reconstructed banks were added to the original generated banks230

for comparison. The generator used for SIDIS Monte Carlo analysis is clasdis [39], which is based on231

the PEPSI generator [40, 41], the polarized version of the well-known LEPTO generator [42].232

B. MC Event Matching233

In order to evaluate the effects of several systematics, such as bin migration effects, it is necessary234

to be able to match particles created in the Event Generator and “detected” particles after they235

have been processed by the GEMC detector simulation and particle reconstruction of CLAS12.236

Unfortunately, at the time of this proposal, no strict truth matching was included in the Monte237

Carlo process in order to be able to match tracks before and after reconstruction with full certainty.238

Instead, a requirement of matching electric charge (measured by curvature in the magnetic field) and239

restrictions on the lab frame angles of the tracks, ∆ϕ < 6◦ and ∆θ < 2◦, were used to pair generated240

and reconstructed particles. The effect of subtly altering this requirement by varying the strictness241

of the angular cuts was studied in the thesis of Timothy Hayward, p. 85 [43], in the RGA Common242

Analysis note [44] and in other CLAS12 SIDIS analysis. No dramatic dependence was observed and243

the differences correspond to sub-permil levels, which are much smaller than any uncertainties on the244

Monte Carlo models themselves. A requirement of matching particle identification is not enforced245

because this is one of the important systematics to study (e.g. the rate of kaons misidentified as246

pions).247
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C. Monte Carlo Smearing248

It has been observed in previous CLAS12 analyzes that the Monte Carlo resolution is superior to249

that of reconstructed data. In the preliminary analysis of the cosϕ and cos 2ϕ modulations of RGA250

data, a particle-dependent smearing function has been developed for electrons and pions to better251

mimic realistic resolution effects. Modifications were made using exclusive reactions within the data252

samples to match the widths of the ∆P distributions in both the experimental data and the Monte253

Carlo files. These methods have not been fully updated and checked for the lower beam energies but254

will be incorporated into the final analysis.255

D. Data vs MC Comparison256

The clasdis MC has repeatedly been shown to be an effective tool for describing CLAS12 SIDIS257

data. As we use Monte Carlo for the majority of our studies in this proposal, we provide several258

examples of comparisons between clasdis MC and existing CLAS12 data. In Fig. 3 the reconstructed259

clasdis MC is compared with collected CLAS12 RG-K data for 6.5 and 7.5 GeV. Excellent agreement260

is observed for the integrated samples. As further examples, comparisons between the collected RGA261

Fa18 outbending data and the clasdis MC are shown in Figs. 4-5.262
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FIG. 3: Comparisons between the clasdis MC (dotted lines) and collected CLAS12 data (solid

lines) for 6.5 GeV (blue) and 7.5 GeV (red). The top row shows relevant DIS variables (Q2, x and

y) and the bottom row shows relevant SIDIS variables (z, PT and ϕ). The data sets have been

normalized to the total number of π+ in order to allow for a direct comparison of the shapes of the

distributions.
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FIG. 4: Comparisons between the integrated outbending 10.6 GeV clasdis MC (red) and RGA

Fall18 outbending 10.6 GeV data (blue) samples for Q2, x, y, z, PT and ϕ without resolution

smearing. Good agreement is observed in general. Some slight differences are observed for the y

and PT distributions (the difference in ϕ can be explained by the lack of unpolarized modulations

in the clasdis generator). The datasets have been normalized to the total number of π+ in order to

allow a direct comparison of the shapes of the distributions.
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FIG. 5: Comparisons between the integrated outbending 10.6 GeV clasdis MC (red) and RGA

Fall18 outbending 10.6 GeV data (blue) samples for y, z, PT and ϕ without resolution smearing in

various bins of Q2 and x (note that the specific bin 0.32 < x < 0.34 and 2.8 < Q2 < 3.0 is used for

statistic projections in the following sections). The datasets have been normalized to the total

number of π+ in order to allow a direct comparison of the shapes of the distributions.
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IV. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE263

A. Particle Identification and Fiducial Cuts264

The particle identification procedure for SIDIS events has been studied extensively in CLAS12265

analysis. Similarly, the geometric fiducial cuts necessary to remove detector edge cases, where particle266

momenta may not be reconstructed accurately, have been thoroughly investigated. We will follow267

the general outline of previous experiments, allowing for the possibility of slight refinements and268

adjustments with the forthcoming “pass-2” software and future data requirements. Additional work269

on the fiducial cuts may be required to ensure that we remain in the well-behaved regions necessary270

for precise cross section extractions.271

B. Channel Selection272

For each event, we identify an electron and pion candidate using the particle identification scheme273

developed for the CLAS12 EventBuilder [45] along with the additional cuts discussed above. The274

selection of electron and hadron candidates allows for the calculation of various kinematics on an275

event-by-event basis. The final SIDIS events will be selected with the following list of preliminary276

cuts.277

• Q2 > 1.00 GeV2, to select DIS events.278

• W > 2.00 GeV, in order to avoid the resonance region.279

• y < 0.75, in order to avoid the region most susceptible to radiative effects and the lepton-pair280

symmetric background (misidentification of the scatterd electron).281

• Mx > 1.50 GeV, in order to avoid contributions from exclusive production, e.g. ep → e′nπ+,282

ep → e′∆0π+, etc.283

• xF > 0, in order to limit contributions from target fragmentation.284

• 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.7 in order to avoid target fragmentation and exclusive channels while focusing on285

the SIDIS region.286
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C. Acceptance Correction and Unfolding287

The extraction of cross-sections and the Rosenbluth separation analysis for SIDIS require multi-288

dimensional analysis in (x,Q2, z, PT ) bins. The acceptance correction procedure will follow a similar289

approach as the analysis of RGA SIDIS cross-section modulations. The data will be unfolded and cor-290

rected for acceptance in multidimensional bins using methods such as Bayesian unfolding. Figure 2291

demonstrates the unfolded ϕ spectrum for a fixed (x,Q2, z, PT ) bin using a 1D migration matrix,292

which tracks migrations between ϕ bins. The complete 5D unfolding and acceptance correction is293

currently under investigation and will be implemented accordingly for the proposed studies in this294

document. In the initial analysis presented in this proposal, a bin-by-bin acceptance correction is295

utilized.296

D. Rosenbluth Separation297

Cross sections are estimated for different x-Q2 bins. For a particular x-Q2 bin, and for integrated

z, PT and ϕ, the cross sections can be expressed by a constant term G, K(y), and ϵ as

dσ

dxdQ2dzdPT

= GK(y) (FUU,T + ϵFUU,L) . (11)

We use the Rosenbluth L/T separation procedure to further separate FUU,T and FUU,L. To perform298

the Rosenbluth procedure, it is necessary to vary ϵ by keeping Q2 and x fixed, which can only be299

done by varying the beam energy. In this proposal, we will use three beam energies of 6.535, 7.546,300

and 8.4 GeV from the RG-K outbending (positive torus polarity) run and 10.6 GeV from the RG-301

A outbending run. The procedure to extract FUU,T and FUU,L is then to fit a straight line to the302

extracted FUU,T + ϵFUU,L values for different ϵ points at each fixed Q2 and x point. The intercept303

at ϵ = 0 yields FUU,T , and the slope gives FUU,L.304

The procedure for L/T separation was first tested with MC data sets for 6.535, 7.546, 8.4 and 10.6305

GeV beam energies. MC banks include the information on the integrated over the whole covered306

kinematics cross sections, allowing one to define integrated cross sections in any given bin. With the307

observed resolutions in the kinematic variables, the choice of a 0.02 step in x and 0.2 in Q2 was tested308

(still a factor of 4-5 better than the resolutions of CLAS12 expected from MC). The distributions of309

electron angles and energies in CLAS12 for a given bin (0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.8 < Q2 < 3.0, 0.2 < z < 0.7,310
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FIG. 6: Distributions of scattered electrons angles (left) and momenta (right) for 4 beam energies

for a bin (0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6, 0.2 < z < 0.7, and 0.2 < PT < 0.6). The solid line is for

the beam energy 10.6 GeV, dashed for 8.4 GeV, dotted 7.5 GeV and dash-dotted for 6.535 GeV

and 0.2 < PT < 0.6) are shown in Fig. 6, 7. The resolution of the CLAS detector allows for the311

selection of very small bins in x and Q2, and the bin sizes in x and Q2 were chosen to be much less312

than the corresponding resolutions of CLAS12 (see Fig. 8-9).313

The distributions of e′π+X events over the variables y and ϵ are shown in Fig. 10. They were314

used to calculate the kinematic factors and extract the part of the cross section that depends on the315

SFs.316317
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FIG. 7: Distributions of scattered electrons and final state π+ in momenta and angles (left), and in

x vs Q2 and pion z vs PT (right) and momenta (right) for 3 beam energies for a bin

(0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6, 0.2 < z < 0.7, and 0.2 < PT < 0.6). The black dots are for 10.6

GeV, red for 7.5 GeV, and blue for 6.535 GeV

FIG. 8: Resolutions in x-Bjorken for the x-bin 0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6 for different beam

energies. Fit was performed using Gauss + first order polinom, so P3 gives the resolution.
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FIG. 9: Resolutions in Q2 for the x-bin 0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6 for different beam energies.

Fit was performed using Gauss + first order polinom, so P3 gives the resolution.

FIG. 10: Distributions of scattered electrons for y = ν/E (left) and ϵ (right) for 4 beam energies for

a bin (0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6, 0.2 < z < 0.7, and 0.2 < PT < 0.6).
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FIG. 11: The ϵ-term as a function of Q2 for all four beam energies in the outbending torus polarity

configuration for the given xB bin.
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FIG. 12: Generated events corresponding to events reconstructed in bins (sharp edges) in x (left)

and Q2 (right) for 10.6 GeV outbending MC data. Average values for generated x and Q2 are

0.313, 2.51 with corresponding values in reconstructed bins 0.310, 2.50

FIG. 13: z (left) and PT (middle), normalized to same number of events, distributions of

ep → e′π+X events in a given bin from Figs. 6,10. The right panel shows the averages of z (circles)

and PT (squares) vs beam energy.

Although there is some bin migration due to energy loss and detector resolutions, the average318

values of x and Q2 reconstructed within bin limits are within 1% consistent with generated averages319

in the same bin limits (see Fig. 12). The distributions over the π+ variables z and PT for all beam320

energies, shown in Fig. 13, are similar, and were checked to have averages within 1-2%.321

The average values of ϵ and the kinematic factor K(y) are shown in Fig. 14. The dependence of322

the cross section scaled with the value of the kinematic factor K(y) (Fig. 15) is expected to have323

the beam energy dependence localized only in the term ϵFUU,L and can be used to extract the ratio324
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FIG. 14: Dependencies of ϵ and K(y) on the beam energy in a given bin from Figs. 6,10.

FIG. 15: The integrated cross section in a given bin as a function of the beam energy (left), the

same cross section scaled by the energy-dependent kinematic factor K(y) (middle) for a single bin

(see Figs6-14). The normalized by the kinematic factor cross sections for ep → e′π+X, was fitted

with a linear function P1(1 + ϵP2), with R = P2 (right).

R. R is not supposed to depend on the beam energy, neither FUU,T nor FUU,L, and can be checked325

using different energy settings. The value of R has been recovered from the MC simulation (PEPSI326

with R=0.8, using the standard LEPTO option for the dynamical higher twist with R ∼ 1/Q2 and327

independent of hadron type and kinematics), for the given bin for eπ+X (Fig. 15 and for eπ−X328

(Fig. 16).329

While the longitudinal photon contributions entering in the cross sections are expected to be330

canceled in average in the multiplicities integrated over hadronic variables, the presence of strong331
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FIG. 16: The integrated cross section in a given bin as a function of the beam energy (left), the

same cross section scaled by the energy-dependent kinematic factor K(y) (middle) for a single bin

(see Figs6-14). The normalized by the kinematic factor cross sections for ep → e′π−X, was fitted

with a linear function P1(1 + ϵP2), with R = P2 (right). Open symbols show the scaled eX cross

section and corresponding fit.

kinematic dependence, in particular dependence on the hadron transverse momentum, will create332

significant contributions in certain phase space. Since most SSAs were observed so far at relatively333

large z, and show a significant increase in the PT of hadrons, measurements of kinematic dependencies334

of R in SIDIS may play a critical role in interpretation of SIDIS at large transverse momenta. That335

is exactly the kinematics where the TMD theory has major problems in interpretation of the SIDIS336

data. The ratio R may have significant dependence on z and PT , possibly increasing quadratically.337

Since R measured in DIS, which can be considered as an integrated over the z, PT and ϕ SIDIS338

summed over all hadrons, it is expected that it will be ∼ 15-20%, given the average values of z and339

PT in SIDIS experiments are ∼ 0.4, at large PT (PT > 0.8 GeV) and large z the R in SIDIS can be340

bigger than unity [46]. The superior resolutions of the CLAS12 detector in hadron z and PT would341

allow studies of the RSIDIS in a wide kinematic space, allowing detailed measurements of R versus342

Q2, z and most importantly PT of different flavors of hadrons. The resolutions in z and PT for a343

given small bin in x and Q2 are shown in Figs. 17,18.344

A similar procedure will be applied to the RGK (6.5,7.5) and RGA (10.6) data combined with345

future planned RGK measurements with a 8.4 GeV beam. At higher Q2, the polar angles of the elec-346

trons for low beam energies approach the upper limit of the CLAS acceptance. In addition, y at the347

lowest beam energy 6.535 GeV moves above 0.8, into the region contaminated with photoproduction348
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FIG. 17: Resolutions in pion z for the x-bin 0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6 for different beam

energies. Fit was performed using Gauss + first order polynomial, so P3 gives the resolution.

FIG. 18: Resolutions in pion PT for the x-bin 0.3 < x < 0.32, 2.4 < Q2 < 2.6 for different beam

energies. Fit was performed using Gauss + first order polynomial, so P3 gives the resolution.

and large radiative corrections. The values of ϵ and the cross sections for the beam energies 7.546,349

8.4, and 10.6 for the higher Q2 bin are shown in Fig. 19. Above Q2=3.5 GeV2, with y for the 7.5350

GeV setting, also getting above 0.8, the 8.4 GeV data will be the only available data to be combined351

with 10.6 for L/T separation (see. Fig. 20). Keeping the systematics below 5% for this measurement352

will be very important to get a reliable R.353

Since systematics will be the dominant factor in the measurements of R, independent measure-354

ments with different combinations of beam energies will be very important. Precision cross section355

measurements (∼ 1.4%) planned at Hall-C (E12-06-104) using HMS and SHMS spectrometers at356

energies 6.6, 8.8 and 11.0 GeV, with high currents (50 A) on LH2 and LD2 targets will provide357

an important cross-check and help to validate CLAS12 results in the low PT region. An important358

advantage of CLAS12 is the capability to take multiparticle final-state measurements, which will be359
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FIG. 19: The integrated cross section in a given bin as a function of the beam energy (left), the

same cross section scaled by the energy-dependent kinematic factor K(y) (middle) for a higher Q2

bin 3.2 < Q2 < 3.4. The normalized by the kinematic factor cross sections for ep → e′π+X, was

fitted with a linear function P1(1 + ϵP2), with R = P2 (right). The value of R is 0.6 for the average

Q2 of 3.3 GeV2.

FIG. 20: The ϵ and K(y) (left), the integrated cross section in a given bin as a function of the beam

energy (middle), and the fit results for 2 beam settings (right) for a higher Q2 bin 3.6 < Q2 < 3.8.

The normalized by the kinematic factor cross sections for ep → e′π+X, was fitted with a linear

function P1(1 + ϵP2), with R = P2 (right). The value of R is 0.53 for the average Q2 of 3.7 GeV2.

crucial to sort out contributions to pion samples from different processes with very different fractions360

of FUU,L creating strong kinematic dependences. The distributions of 2-pion samples versus the in-361

variant mass in a given bin in x and Q2 are shown in Fig. 21. The large Mππ, where direct pions362

start to dominate, corresponds to a large PT -range where the contributions from vector mesons are363

expected to be negligible [47].364
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FIG. 21: Distributions of π+π− events as a function of their invariant mass, Mh, for the total

sample (left) the sample with one of the pions from a VM decay (middle) and when one of the pions

is from ρ0 (right). Solid line is for 10.6, dashed 8.4, dotted for 7.546, and dashdotted for 6.535.

The fractions of pions coming from VM decays, where they can actually be identified, are very365

significant (see Figs.22 and 24), indicating that the fraction of pions coming from VM decays will366

be very high in the inclusive SIDIS (ep → e′hX) and precision measurements of dihadrons will be367

critical for interpretation of SIDIS data collected so far. The corresponding distributions of 2 pions368

in z and extracted R are shown in Fig. 23.369
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FIG. 22: The PT distribution for all π+ (black), π+ directly produced from the struck quark (red),

π+ from a vector meson parent (blue) and π+ from a baryon parent (green) for 6.5 GeV (left) and

10.6 GeV (middle) and the fraction of π+ coming from a vector meson parent as a function of PT

for all four beam energies (right).

Combination of the precision Hall C, and wide acceptance CLAS12, measurements would allow370

evaluation of R -SIDIS in a wide kinematic range in x,Q2, z, PT and for a variety of single and371

dihadron processes, allowing for the first time to evaluate systematic errors in phenomenological372

studies disregarding the longitudinal photon contributions.373
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FIG. 23: The z-dependence for different energies (left) and extracted R for the dihadron sample

integrated over z and Mh

FIG. 24: Fractions of vector meson contributions to overall 2 pion samples. Left panel shows the

ratio of events with both pions coming from VM decays to the total number of 2 pion events. The

right panel shows the ratio of 2 pion events, when 1 of them is coming from the decay of ρ0.
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V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES374

A. Minor Systematic Uncertainties375

Different sources of systematic uncertainty have been evaluated and were found to be small. First376

the effect of PID related contamination of the SIDIS sample were found to be well under control.377

With a cut on p < 5 GeV (or corresponding z cuts to account for the separate beam energies) and378

additional cuts on the χ2 value from the PID system, the kaon contamination in the pion sample is379

in the order of 1 - 2% for most kinematic bins. After a cut on MX > 1.5 GeV, the contamination380

from baryon resonances is also well under control and at the level of a few percent for most kinematic381

bins. With a cut on y < 0.75 the contamination from charge symmetric background was found to382

be less than 1% for most kinematic bins.383

B. Acceptance Correction384

Different acceptance correction methods have been compared. It was found that the results from385

the different methods agree well, and after a further tuning of the simulations, an uncertainty of386

a few percent can be assumed for this source. However, compared to the other uncertainties, this387

source is expected to be one of the major contributions to the systematic uncertainty.388

C. Radiative Effects389

Radiative photons emitted in the scattering process modify the reconstructed virtual photon’s390

4-momentum. This introduces a bias in the SIDIS event kinematics that needs to be corrected for.391

The radiative corrections (RC) for the inelastic part of the SIDIS cross section, due to the production392

of multiple final-state hadrons, are expected to be more suppressed than the case for inclusive deep-393

inelastic scattering. The cut in the energy of the virtual photon relative to the incoming electron394

(y < 0.75) was imposed to further suppress the RC. However, the radiative corrections can be395

significant, in particular at large PT .396

Various methods involving the evaluation of Monte Carlo simulations using the dedicated software397

(RADGEN) in combination with LEPTO have been used in previous CLAS12 SIDIS measurements.398
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FIG. 25: Radiative corrections (RC=σR/σB) to SIDIS cross section (left panel) and RC relative to

values at 10.6 GeV (right panel) for two bins with Q2 = 2.5 (left) and Q2 = 3.7 (right) for the same

x = 0.31 bin calculated at z = 0.4.

FIG. 26: Ratios of normalized counts of electrons for low lumi (5nA) and high lumi (45nA) runs

versus the momentum and polar angle of electrons.

RC values for the bins of interest were studied using the HAPRAD program [48, 49]. As shown399

in Fig. 25 the RC at large PT can be very significant, in particular when the missing mass of the400

eπ+X system is approaching the exclusive limit (ex., PT ∼ 1 GeV for the x = 0.31, Q2 = 2.5 bin).401

However, the relative corrections within the phase space used for the L/T separation remain below402

5%. The large PT for the lower Q2 bin, where the missing mass of the eπ+X system is 1.2 GeV, is403

excluded by our selection cuts requiring MX > 1.5 GeV. The lower energies for the higher Q2 bin404

are also excluded, due to our requirement for inelasticity (y < 0.75).405
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FIG. 27: Reconstruction efficiencies from MC (left), and corrected yields from data, showing

normalized to the same counts, dependence on azimuthal angle of electrons (sector dependence).

In addition to standard RC calculations, it is also necessary to consider possible effects from406

two-photon exchange (TPE) contributions. Their calculation depends on the hadronic structure407

and requires modeling of the underlying physics. In recent calculations performed for SIDIS (A.408

Afanasev, S. Lee, private communication), a di-quark model was used for TPE calculation in an409

approach similar to exclusive pion production [50]. As a result, it was found that epsilon-slope of410

TPE correction to σT can partially mimic, at a few per cent level, effects of σL in SIDIS cross sections.411

After extensive modeling, these effects will be included in evaluation of systematic corrections for412

the proposed measurements.413

D. Total systematic uncertainty414

The high lumi background reduces the reconstruction efficiency of the charged tracks. Comparison415

of low- and high-lumi run collected by CLAS12 demonstrated that the variation of the efficiency of416

reconstruction has very little kinematic dependence, in particular in the range of momenta and angles417

of electrons we are interested in (see Fig. 26).418

One of the main contributions to overall systemic uncertainty at CLAS12 is the sector dependence.419

The ratio of contributions for different energies is expected to be smaller (see. Fig. 27). We expect420

the total systematic uncertainty to be below 5%.421
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VI. CONCLUSIONS422

In SIDIS, a set of independent structure functions are used to characterize the production of423

hadrons, based on the polarization of the beam and target. The structure functions related to424

longitudinal photon contributions introducing systematic uncertainties in phenomenological studies,425

so far neglecting them, can only be evaluated through direct measurements. This will help to426

validate and improve our understanding of parton dynamics in SIDIS reactions and shed light on427

various phenomena such as SIDIS multiplicities and variety of SSAs measured in polarized SIDIS in428

the last 20 years. SIDIS measurements, so far, have relied on the assumption that RSIDIS = RDIS,429

which introduces considerable uncertainties when using SIDIS data to deduce the flavor and spin430

distributions of the quarks. Our study is designed to fill this knowledge gap by providing valuable431

insights into the nucleon structure and quark-gluon dynamics through direct measurements of RSIDIS.432

Our proposed addition to the Run Group K experiments aims to provide an in-depth analysis433

of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) cross sections for single and dihadron production434

in SIDIS (ep → e′hX and ep → e′hhX). By combining the RGK data with those from RGA435

and performing a Rosenbluth separation from measurements at different ratios of the longitudinal436

and tangential photon flux we will be able to disentangle the separate contributions to the SIDIS437

cross section for different bins in x, Q2, and PT . Comparison of different combinations of beam438

energies would allow a better evaluation of the systematic errors in the extraction of R, which will439

be dominated mainly by systematics. For higher Q2 the new RGK measurements with 8.4 GeV440

beam will be critical. Our results will extend in phase space future measurements of R, planned at441

Hall-C, in particular, to higher transverse momenta of final-state hadrons, combining high-precision442

measurements at Hall-C with wide acceptance measurements with CLAS12. In addition, proposed443

measurement of dihadron channels would allow us to separate different contributions, and locate the444

processes most sensitive to longitudinal photon contributions, crucial for proper interpretation of all445

kind of SSAs observed in SIDIS.446

This research will not only contribute to a more accurate and comprehensive understanding of the447

nucleon structure but also help to refine existing theoretical models and calculations. Direct measure-448

ment of RSIDIS will allow more precise determinations of quark distributions and their interactions449

within the nucleon, providing critical input for the evaluation of systematics in phenomenological450

studies. The experimental program proposed here is complementary and synergistic with future451

SIDIS studies at JLab (including SoLID) and the future EIC.452
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